
OOF Contributor Survey Score:
1.    Contributor Name (and Linux Foundation ID in parentheses)

2.    Contact Information

3.    Primary Contribution Role
A Development Activities (Python coding, Jinja templates, Unit tests, etc.)

B Project Management/Execution (tracking sprints on jira, following up on sprint deliverables, planning
user stories, ensuring compliance, interfacing with other projects, etc.)

C Documentation and testing (project documentation, wiki, user guides, tutorials, status reports,
presentations and visuals, etc.)

D Infrastructure Efforts (deployment, packaging, CI/CD, platform maturity: resiliency, security, etc.)

E Deliverables and use cases (vCPE, VoLTE, Basicm CMSO, 5G, Scale-out)

F Core platform models (data models, API models, etc.) -- MiniZinc, Policy, APIs, etc.

G Advancing the technology (new optimization models/algorithms, uncertainty constraints, soft
constraints, library of constraint models, etc.)

H Web interfaces and visualizations -- useful to get additional interest via compelling demos that may
generate new ideas or feature requirements
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4.    In the short term (for this release), how much time do you anticipate to commit
for the OOF project. If you share the time with other projects, please give a
corresponding approximate estimate.

This will be helpful primarily for reaching out to you to ask for help with tasks or
user stories (so, if you commit to a small amount of time, we may be hesitant to
impose on you). Please do not worry if the actual time ends up well off from initial
estimates. This is non-binding
A Very low time commitment -- I am just looking and can contribute suggestions, etc., but no

deadlines. May be able to contribute more over the longer term

B Low time commitment -- this is one of many efforts/projects I am involved in, but can commit to one
or two specific tasks

C Medium time commitment -- this is one of a small set of efforts/projects I am involved in, and can
commit to a few specific tasks

D Substantial time commitment -- this is a major project for me and I am willing to commit to many
tasks

E [wrong answer] Full commitment -- I am 100% and will be on call to do whatever needs to be done

5.    What technical aspects interest you -- many of they are low-barrier and
someone from the team can work with you to get on-board
A Python programming

B Data processing, data managing, etc.

C Development of models for API schemas, data formats, policies, etc.

D Template programming (e.g. Jinja2 templates) -- for linking data adapters to minizinc models

E Optimization models (e.g. to help diagnose or troubleshoot why an application isn't giving a
reasonable solution)

F Scripting (unix shell scripts or Python modules), containerization (Docker, Kubernetes), monitoring,
visualization

G Web interfaces (web app code, wireframe diagrams, or ideas on UX), demo of functionality via use
cases

6.    What times are generally convenient for you to join an OOF meeting (please specify the
timezone as UTC offset so it is easy to pull in). Please indicate multiple intervals as follows:
[6:30, 8:30] EST (UTC - 4), [11:30, 13:00] EST (UTC - 4), etc. Again, this is for planning purposes
and is not binding.
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